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Heaps / priority queues

Because of the strong correspondence between the ideas underlying priority queues and heaps, these
ideas are generally considered as coequal, but it is possible to distinguish between the two.

A priority queue is an ADT that allows for both the insertion of an element with a priority and the
deletion of the element with the most priority.

A heap is a data structure that also allows insertion of elements with an ordering, and it allows the
e�icient removal of the element that is maximal in the ordering. It does this via the heap property that
“descendants are all less with regard to the parent”.

A priority queue does not specify the heap property, but an implementation of a priority queue can of
course use it. Since the heap property is an excellent one for ordering a priority queue (capturing the
essence of the idea of general priority), it has become common to put these two together.

Structuring

A binary heap also has a structuring property: it is, well, binary in that all nodes have two children.
Weiss uses the formulation that it is also complete; i.e., nomore than one row is partially filled, and the
partially filled row is filled from the le�, with all open space to the right.

There is a reason for the completeness requirement: you canmake use of this in order to use an array
for the heap (an agreed structure), thus dispensing with arbitrary pointers. This in turn leads to a
clever idea: call the first empty slot in the array the “hole”, and “bubble” the hole up by swapping it
with its parent until we are able to insert the element in the hole in a fashion that satisfies the heap
property.1

1If you use pointers, you actually do this in the opposite fashion, inserting the element in the top position, and swapping it
until you satisfy the heap property. Obviously maintaining balance becomes a bit more tricky in this scheme.
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